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Analytical Multi-User MIMO Channel Modeling:
Subspace Alignment Matters
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Abstract—For a receiver that observes a mixture of desired
and interfering multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmissions, not all interference has the same severity: its effect is
modulated by the degree of alignment between the eigenspaces
of the desired and undesired channel matrices.
An analytical channel model is proposed to account for this
effect. Two metrics of eigenspace compatibility are studied, and
a method to generate channels of a given degree of compatibility
is derived. The resulting model is parameterized using radio
channel measurement data, and an implementation recipe for
immediate use of the model is provided.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems penetrating the mass market, the number of multi-antenna devices
increases drastically. As a result, the interference from MIMO
devices is constantly growing.
Current deployments of MIMO focus on single-user
schemes, where MIMO devices are orthogonally addressed,
either by time-division or frequency-division multiplex. Future
deployments are expected to support space-division multiplex,
thus transmitting to or receiving from multiple MIMO users
at the same time. This is feasible when the channels to the
different users are sufficiently orthogonal in the signal domain.
A. Motivation
Consider the multi-user MIMO channel depicted in Figure 1, where two transmitters (Tx) communicate with a common receiver (Rx). A broadly used channel model for such an
environment is the Kronecker model [1], which describes the
MIMO channels by separate transmit and receive correlation
matrices. Let us consider the receive correlation matrix. If the
two transmitters are in close vicinity of each other, the receive
correlation matrix of their respective channels will be very
similar.1 On the other hand, if the transmitters are far apart
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1 Note that “close vicinity” of the tranmitters is slightly oversimplified.
What we mean is closeness in the radio propagation sense, which besides
geometrical distance includes other effects such as antenna array patterns, the
antenna orientation, and shadowing.

from each other, their channels will expose distinguishable
receive correlation matrices. In the extreme case of orthogonal
correlation matrices, and hence orthogonal signal subspaces
from the two transmitters, information can be sent by both
transmitters simultaneously without causing interference to
each other. Should the signal subspaces of the correlation
matrices overlap (which is commonly the case), the channel no
longer supports interference-free transmission. Therefore, the
alignment of the eigenmodes of the receive correlation matrices has significant impact on the capacity of the interferenceimpaired channel.
As a numerical example, we compare two extreme cases:
Consider a MIMO system with two transmitting users, each
equipped with two transmit antennas, and a single receiver
with two antennas. Assume that (i) the MIMO channels
from both users lead to the same receive correlation matrix
R1 = R2 = diag(0.9, 0.1), or (ii) the first MIMO channel
is characterized by R1 = diag(0.9, 0.1), while the second
MIMO channel has R2 = diag(0.1, 0.9). Note that both
correlation matrices have the same power and even the same
singular values. Generating channels using the (single-sided)
Kronecker model, and evaluating the average sum mutual
information under interference (in terms of achievable rate)
[2] at an SNR of 20 dB, we obtain 6.2 bit/s/Hz for the first
case, but 9.2 bit/s/Hz for the second case. Since the singular
values of the correlation matrices are exactly the same in both
cases, this simple example shows that the alignment of the
subspaces can lead to significant data rate improvements in
interference scenarios.
In order to capture these effects, new channel models are
needed that include effects of receiver-side channel correlation,
and therefore, the potential for alignment between different
correlation matrices. Such models would allow to evaluate the
severity of the interference beyond simple power considerations. So far, no analytical multi-user MIMO channel models
are known to the authors that fulfill this requirement.
B. Related Work
Foundational work on multiple-access (interference) channels was published in [3], [4], where the effect of interference
from uncorrelated fading was analyzed. Tse and Hanly discussed optimum rate and power allocations for such channels
[5], [6].
The influence of interference on MIMO systems was previously studied as well. Dai et al. investigated the influence of
MIMO interference on the bit error ratio (BER) of a specific
multiuser MIMO system in [7]. Several receiver structures are
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clusters that are visible only to specific users, while others
are visible to all users, which induces correlation between
the channels at different users. The authors also exemplify a
possible parametrization from a limited set of measurements.
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no analytical multi-user MIMO channel models are available that
directly model the effect of the relative orientation of the
channel eigenspaces (their alignment).
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Tx1

R1
R2
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H2
Tx2
Fig. 1. Multi-user channel from two MIMO Tx to a single MIMO
Rx. The individual MIMO channels are denoted by H1 , H2 . The
receive correlation matrices are then given by Ri = E{Hi HH
i }
for i ∈ {1, 2}. Note that whenever the two transmitters are not colocated, these receive correlation matrices will differ significantly.

discussed to efficiently combat interference from neighboring
cells. However in [7], the interfering channel matrices were
assumed to be spatially white, which is a strong simplification.
Jiang et al. [8] used an experimental MIMO system and
quantified its throughput under interference, and found that
the throughput increases when the interference is correlated.
Almost concurrently, Blum published a survey article on
MIMO transmission under interference, which includes mutual
information expressions [2].
Several publications have discussed signal-processing algorithms that consider colored noise. Liu et al. [9] have presented an optimum training signal design for correlated MIMO
channels under colored interference. However, the simplifying
assumption is made that all transmitted signals, regardless
of their origin, result in the same receive correlation. The
suppression of (strongly correlated) directional interference is
discussed in [10]. The authors model the interference as a
rank-one signal from a single direction, but this assumption is
not supported by real-world measurements. Recently, Rahman
et al. [11] discussed the impact of different kinds of interfering
signals. It was shown that interference from a space-time
coded signal is worst (but can be mitigated with appropriate
algorithms). However, the authors used the rich-scattering
assumption for both the desired and the interfering signal,
which is equivalent to spatially white interference.
Very few previous studies have attempted to model correlated interference. A ray-tracing approach is presented in
[12], where the authors accurately model an urban scenario
with multiple base stations and mobile stations. This modeling
approach appears very promising, but the results have not been
validated against measurements.
Poutanen et al. [13] introduced a promising geometrybased stochastic approach of “common scatterers”, which
was adopted by the European COST 2100 model. This idea
extends previous cluster-based channel models to include some

C. Contributions
Building on our concepts in [14], we approach the problem
of modeling multi-user MIMO channels via their receiver
correlation matrices, which provide two spatial signatures: one
for the desired signal, the other for the interference. Our main
contribution is a method to vary the relative orientation of the
eigenspaces of multi-user channels in a continuous way.
− We first introduce a class of metrics that reflect the
severity of MIMO interference. This class includes
interference-impaired mutual information [2], and the
Correlation Matrix Distance (CMD) [15]. Such metrics
can be expressed in terms of the singular values of
the receiver correlation matrices and their corresponding
eigenspaces. We show that, given the singular values,
these two metrics possess a specific maximum and
minimum, which is achieved in certain extreme cases
of correlation matrix eigenspace alignment.
− Building on the metrics, we present an analytical multiuser MIMO channel model that generates channel realizations according to a user-chosen level of interference
severity. This is achieved by smoothly rotating the eigenspace of the interference correlation matrix.
− Finally, we parameterize our model from multi-user
MIMO channel measurements in two different environments and provide a model implementation recipe.
Notation: The superscript (·)H stands for conjugate (Hermitian) transposition. E{·} denotes the expectation operator,
tr{·} the matrix trace, and k · kF the Frobenius norm. I is
the identity matrix of appropriate size.
For a matrix X =
←
[x1 , . . . , xN ], we define the notation X = [xN , . . . , x1 ], which
reverses the order of the columns. We use the word “metric” in
the general sense of a scalar function that quantifies an aspect
of interest, not in the mathematically rigorous sense of metric
spaces.
Organization of the paper: The relevant class of multiuser MIMO metrics is defined in Sections II and III. These
metrics are used in Section IV as a basis for the multi-user
MIMO channel model. In Section V, the parameterization
of the model from measurements is presented. We provide
a complete implementation recipe in Section VI. Finally, we
draw conclusions in Section VII.
II. S CALED M UTUAL I NFORMATION M ETRIC
We first need to quantify the impact of different subspace
alignment in order to be able to model it accordingly. To this
end, we model an interference-impaired MIMO link by
y = H0 x0 +

N
X
i=1

Hi xi + n,

(1)
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where H0 denotes the channel matrix carrying the intended
signal, Hi denotes the N interfering channels, i ∈ {1, . . . , N },
and n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I) is complex symmetric white Gaussian
noise. We assume that the transmitted symbols are uncorrelated and have unit variance, i.e., E{xi xH
i } = I, for
i ∈ {0, . . . , N }. The channel matrices are of dimensions
D ×Ti , i.e., the number of transmit antennas can vary between
the different links.
We define the D × D channel correlation matrices at the
receiver as

(2)
R0 = E H0 HH
0 ,
(N
)
X
RI = E
Hi HH
.
(3)
i
i=1

Furthermore, we write the eigenvalue decompositions of R0
and RI as
R0 = UΛUH ,

(4)

H

RI = VΓV ,

(5)

where U and V are unitary matrices, and Λ =
diag(λ1 , . . . , λD ), Γ = diag(γ1 , . . . , γD ) with sorted eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0 and γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0.
In the following, we define the scaled mutual information
metric that allows to assess the impact of varying subspace
alignment.

In other words, if we fix R0 and an eigenvalue profile Γ, and
H
then vary V, the two extreme values of J(R0 , RI = VΓV
)
←
are realized
by
V
=
U
(i.e.,
Q
=
I)
and
V
=
U
(i.e.,
←
←
Q = I). Recall that U denotes the reversed order of columns
of matrix U. Intuitively, the worst case interference occurs
when the eigenspaces of signal and interference are identical
and thus, the strongest interference mode affects the strongest
signal mode. Conversely, the best case (corresponding to the
largest mutual information metric) occurs when the strongest
eigenmode of the interference aligns with the weakest eigenmode of the signal and vice versa.2
The minimum and maximum value are explicitly given by
Jmin (R0 , Γ) =
Jmax (R0 , Γ) =

D
X

d=1
D
X

log2 1 + λd (σ 2 + γd )−1

log2 1 + λD+1−d (σ 2 + γd )−1

d=1

Assuming Gaussian signaling at all transmitters, perfect
channel state information at the receivers, and single-user
detection (treating the interference as noise), the relevant
expected mutual information between input x0 and the output
y of the interference-impaired channel in (1) is given by [2]


P
H
2 −1
I = E log2 det I + H0 HH
. (6)
0(
i Hi Hi + σ I)

Motivated by this equation, we use the correlation matrices R0
and RI instead of the channel matrices and define the mutual
information metric
2

J(R0 , RI , σ )
= log2 det I + R0 (RI + σ 2 I)−1



= log2 det I + ΛUH V(σ 2 I + Γ)−1 VH U

= log2 det I + ΛQ(σ 2 I + Γ)−1 QH ,



(7)

where Q = UH V is a unitary coordinate transformation.
For brevity, we occasionally omit the explicit dependence on
parameter σ 2 and simply write J(R0 , RI ).
The value of J(R0 , RI ) depends on the degree of alignment
between the subspaces characterized by U and V. This is
quantified by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For every R0 = UΛUH and RI = VΓVH ,
←

←

J(R0 , UΓUH ) ≤ J(R0 , VΓVH ) ≤ J(R0 , UΓUH ) .
|
{z
}
{z
}
|
Jmin (R0 ,Γ)

Proof: See Appendix A.

Jmax (R0 ,Γ)

(8)

(9)


(10)

To emphasize the role of the subspace alignment, we define
the scaled metric
˜ 0 , RI ) = J(R0 , RI ) − Jmin (R0 , Γ) ,
(11)
J(R
Jmax (R0 , Γ) − Jmin (R0 , Γ)
where Γ is the eigenvalue profile of RI . This quantity is welldefined unless Jmin = Jmax , which happens when R0 or RI is
a multiple of the identity matrix — a degenerate case that we
exclude here. Theorem 1 ensures
˜ 0 , RI ) ≤ 1.
0 ≤ J(R

A. Metric Definition



(12)

In addition, this definition has the following useful property:
Theorem 2. The scaled mutual information metric J˜ is
symmetric in its arguments R0 and RI , i.e.,
˜ 0 , RI ) = J(R
˜ I , R0 ).
J(R

(13)

This property permits us to think of J˜ as a measure of
compatibility between R0 and RI .
Proof: See Appendix B.
B. Evaluation of the Scaled Mutual Information Metric J˜
In this section, we evaluate the quality of the approximation
J˜ in (11) with respect to the expected mutual information I
in (6). Since J˜ is scaled to the interval [0, 1], we first define
a comparably scaled version of I as follows. For simplicity,
consider the case with a single interferer, N = 1. We model
the square channel matrices H0 and H1 as complex Gaussian
with receiver-side correlation, i.e.,
1/2

H0 = R0 G0 ,

(14)

1/2
R I G1 ,

(15)

H1 =

where G0 and G1 are D×D matrices with independent entries
drawn from CN (0, 1), and R0 and RI are fixed. Under this
model, the expected mutual information I of (6) becomes
a function I(R0 , RI ) of the correlation matrices R0 and
2 If Λ and Γ have repeated eigenvalues, there may be more than one matrix
V that achieves the best and worst case metric value, respectively.
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RI . Recalling the eigenvalue decompositions R0 = UΛUH
and RI = VΓVH , we define the scaled expected mutual
information analogously to (11) as
←

←

I(R0 , UΓUH ) − I(R0 , UΓUH )

0.7

.

(16)

˜ 0 , RI ) versus J(R
˜ 0 , RI )
Figure 2(a) is a scatter plot of I(R
for the case with D = 4 antennas. Each of the 50 points in the
plot corresponds to a particular choice of R0 and RI . The J˜
coordinate is computed directly from (11), while the expected
values in the I˜ expression (16) are numerically evaluated using
105 Monte-Carlo channel realizations. For each point in the
plot, R0 and RI were drawn independently of each other
based on the eigenvalue decompositions UΛUH and VΓVH .
The matrices U and V were drawn uniformly over the set
of unitary matrices. The diagonal elements of Λ and Γ were
drawn independently from exponential distributions with mean
100σ 2 and 10σ 2 , respectively, corresponding to a signal-tonoise ratio of 20 dB and interference-to-noise ratio 10 dB.
We conclude that the scaled approximation J˜ captures the
behavior of the scaled mean mutual information I˜ very well.
In fact, in some special cases, the two empirically coincide.
This occurs when (a) R0 is chosen according to the singleparameter model (27), and (b) the eigenvalues of RI coincide
with those of R0 , i.e., Γ = Λ. An example for this case is
shown in Figure 2(b), where we have set µ = 0.9 and D = 4
in (27), and SNR and INR are 20 dB. Since R0 and Γ are
fixed, each point in the scatter plot corresponds to a particular
choice of V. As before, the expression for I˜ (16) is computed
using 105 Monte-Carlo channels.
In summary, J˜ models the behaviour of the true expected
mutual information I in (6) very well under appropriate linear
scaling. Therefore, the metric J˜ is very practical since it
directly describes the ultimate performance limits given a
certain interference. Note that this approach can be extended
to include transmit precoding by including the corresponding
precoding matrix into the mutual information equation as
demonstrated in [2].
III. OTHER M ETRICS
The metric J˜ as defined in Section II-A is a specific way
to model channel interaction in interference-impaired MIMO
communication. Apart from this particular choice, the model
proposed in the next section works with any alternative metric
that fulfills the following requirements:
− The metric depends on R0 = UΛUH and RI =
VΓVH .
− For fixed R0 = UΛUH and←Γ, it reaches its extreme
values for V = U and V = U.
− The metric is continuous in V.
An example for an alternative metric is the correlation matrix
distance (CMD) as given below.
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(b) R0 fixed according to (27) and RI such that Γ = Λ
Fig. 2. Scatter plots of the scaled approximate mutual information
metric J˜ used in our model and the scaled expected mutual informa˜ for 50 choices of R0 and RI .
tion I,

d(R0 , RI ) = 1 −

tr{R0 RI }
.
kR0 kF · kRI kF

(17)

By definition, this metric is symmetric in its arguments R0 and
RI and is bounded between 0 (R0 and RI are collinear) and 1
(the matrices do not share any common subspace). Using the
eigenvalue decompositions and Q = UH V, it can be rewritten
as
tr(ΛQΓQH )
.
(18)
d(R0 , RI ) = 1 − p
tr(Λ2 )tr(Γ2 )
Tight bounds on the metric are given as follows.
Theorem 3. For fixed R0 = UΛUH and Γ,
←

←

d(R0 , UΓUH ) ≤ d(R0 , VΓVH ) ≤ d(R0 , UΓUH ),
|
|
{z
}
{z
}
dmin

(19)

dmax

for all unitary matrices V.
A. Correlation Matrix Distance
The CMD was introduced by Herdin et al. [15] in order to
quantify the distance between measured channel correlation
matrices. The CMD is defined as

Proof: See Appendix C.
As in Section II-A, the two ←
extreme cases
are realized by
←
V = U (i.e., Q = I) and V = U (i.e., Q = I). The minimum
and maximum value can be explicitly evaluated as
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PD

dmin = 1 − r
PD

dmax

λd γd
 P

d=1

,
D
2
2
λ
γ
d=1 d
d=1 d
PD
λD+1−d · γd
= 1 − r d=1  
.
PD
PD
2
2
γ
λ
d=1 d
d=1 d

(20)

A solution exists only if 0 ≤ J˜target ≤ 1. Theorem 1 shows
that J˜ =←0 is achieved by V = U, while J˜ = 1 is attained
by V = U. Therefore, a V that meets
J˜target must exist along
←
a smooth unitary curve from U to U. Such a curve can be
defined rigorously as follows.

(21)

Definition 1. Let Z be a unitary matrix. Define

The structure of this metric is similar to the mutual information metric. The advantage of the CMD as metric is
that it compares the normalized channels (cf. the denominator
in (17)) and is therefore more sensitive to differences in the
correlation structure. Unfortunately, no direct interpretation in
terms of communication performance based on the CMD has
been derived yet.

PI→Z (s) = WejsΦ WH ,

for s ∈ [0, 1],

where W and Φ follow from the eigenvalue decomposition
Z = WejΦ WH , in which Φ = diag(φ1 , . . . , φn ) is a
diagonal matrix of phase angles in (−π, π], and the matrix
exponential is given as ejsΦ = diag(ejsφ1 , . . . , ejsφn ).
Definition 2. Let Z1 , Z2 be unitary matrices. Define
PZ1 →Z2 (s) = Z1 · PI→Z−1 Z2 (s),
1

IV. M ODELING THE M ULTI - USER C HANNEL S UBSPACES
In this section, instead of computing channel alignment
metrics for given channel conditions, we consider the inverse
problem of generating channels for given values of the metrics.

for s ∈ [0, 1].

Upper and lower bounds on system performance under
several metrics, such as the ones defined in the previous
section, are determined by the eigenvalue structure of the
receiver correlation matrices. The actual performance, however, is strongly affected by the relative alignment of their
eigenspaces as captured by the coordinate transform Q. In
order to test MU-MIMO algorithms for their performance,
they need to be evaluated under varying channels conditions
that cover the entire spectrum of possible signal subspace
alignments.
The procedure presented in this section generates receiver
correlation matrices for this purpose. Recall that the received
spatial signatures are R0 = UΛUH and RI = VΓVH . We
assume that the spatial signature R0 of the desired signal,
the eigenvalue profile Γ of the interference, and the noise
power σ 2 , are pre-specified. They may be obtained from
measurements or from a qualified link model (we outline an
implementation recipe in Section VI).
In addition, a target point for the alignment of the subspaces
needs to be specified. The alignment is quantified by one of the
previously discussed metrics, within the bounds of (12) and
(19). Our model generates a suitable V such that the metric
meets the target, i.e., the pre-specified R0 and the generated
RI are related as desired.
In the following, we describe the procedure in detail for
˜ but it applies likewise for
the mutual information metric J,
any metric that satisfies the requirements of Section III. The
procedure can in principle also be used to generate channel
matrices instead of correlation matrices.
B. Generation of a Deterministic V
We are given R0 = UΛUH , Γ, and J˜target . Our task is to
˜ 0 , VΓVH ) = J˜target .
find a V that satisfies J(R

(23)

It is clear that the end points of this curve are PZ1 →Z2 (0) =
Z1 and PZ1 →Z2 (1) = Z2 . Furthermore, PZ1 →Z2 (s) is unitary
for all s ∈ [0, 1].
For our specific case, the subspace model is given by
← (s),
V(s) = PU→U

A. General Modeling Principle

(22)

(24)

˜
˜ 0 , V(s)ΓV(s)H ). Note that J(s)
˜
and J(s)
= J(R
is a
continuous function. (It is not necessarily monotonic.) Since
˜
˜
J(0)
= 0, and J(1)
= 1, we are guaranteed the existence of
˜ ⋆ ) = J˜target . This s⋆ can be calculated to
an s⋆ ∈ [0, 1] with J(s
arbitrary precision by the bisection method [16]. The desired
subspace matrix is then V(s⋆ ).
C. Generation of a Random V
The previous approach generates a deterministic V that
achieves the desired J˜target . However, in general, there exist
infinitely many possible solutions for V. Different values of
V, even though leading to the same mutual information metric,
may lead to different system performance. To test the impact
on the system, the interference model must be able to sample
the entire solution space. To this end, we provide the following
algorithm.
1) Draw a unitary matrix Z uniformly at random.
˜ 0 , ZΓZH ).
2) Evaluate J˜Z = J(R
3) Consider the curve
(
PU→Z (s) if J˜target ≤ J˜Z
V(s) =
(25)
← (s)
PZ→U
if J˜Z < J˜target ,
and the corresponding mutual information function
˜ = J(R
˜ 0 , V(s)ΓV(s)H ).
J(s)

(26)

˜ ⋆ ) = J˜target using the
4) Find s⋆ ∈ [0, 1] such that J(s
bisection method and return V(s⋆ ).
Step 1 can be easily implemented by computing the matrix of
left singular vectors of a random complex Gaussian matrix.
˜
˜
After Step 3, we certainly have J(0)
≤ J˜target ≤ J(1).
Since
˜ is continuous, the bisection method in Step 4 will always
J(s)
succeed.
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Fig. 3. Average mutual information of multi-user interference channels with different alignments of signal and interference subspace. For
s = 0, signal and interference subspace are completely overlapping,
while for s = 1, the strongest interference eigenvector couples into
the weakest signal eigenvector.

D. Numerical Example
To demonstrate the effect of subspace alignment on system
performance, and to illustrate the path-based methods of
Sections IV-B and IV-C, we consider the following example.
Assume the simple receiver correlation structure [17]


µ0
µ1 · · · µD−1


..
..

 µ1
.
µ0
.
 = UΛUH ,
(27)
R0 = 


.
..
.
.
.
.
.


.
.
.
.
µD−1 · · · µ1
µ0

where the inter-antenna correlation µ ranges between 0.3
(rather uncorrelated channels) and 0.9 (highly correlated channels). To model the interference correlation RI = VH ΓV,
we use Γ = Λ for simplicity. We generate V(s) for s ∈
[0, 1] as described in Section IV-B. We use D = 4 and
µ ∈ {0.3, 0.6, 0.9}. Furthermore, we assume the desired and
interfering channels to have the same power on average, with
signal-to-noise and interference-to-noise ratio of 20 dB.
Figure 3 depicts the expected mutual information I under
interference according to (6) as computed by Monte-Carlo
averaging of the modeled channels. It is surprising how
strongly this quantity changes solely due to the rotations of
the interference eigenspace. For low correlations (µ = 0.3)
changes of around 10 % of mutual information are seen
compared to the minimum value, while for high correlations
(µ = 0.9) changes of more than 65 % are possible.
V. PARAMETERIZATION FROM M EASUREMENTS
In this section, we demonstrate by two examples how the
multi-user MIMO model can be parameterized from radio
channel measurements.

A. Environments
We investigated two kinds of environments: peer-to-peer
nomadic channels in an indoor office environment, and microcellular mobile channels in an indoor-to-outdoor environment.

Fig. 4. Indoor 2 × 2 configuration (stars represent transmit arrays,
diamonds represent receive arrays): each two-antenna node was
located in the indicated room, but symbols do not indicate the exact
location within the room

1) Indoor-to-indoor Nomadic Channels: The first experimental parameterization relies on 2 × 2 nomadic peer-to-peer
channels measured in a typical European office environment
(in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium). The scenario consists of
different rooms aligned along a corridor and separated by
brick or plasterboard walls [18]. The channel was measured
by means of the UCL-ULB Elektrobit channel sounder at
3.8 GHz transmitting at a power of 23 dBm, using a null-tonull bandwidth of 50 MHz, which reduces to 15 MHz arranged
in 121 frequency bins after post-processing. The experimental
configuration involved 4 transmit and 4 receive antenna arrays,
each array consisting of two dipoles separated by half a
wavelength. The antenna arrays were located as indicated in
Figure 4 with random orientation. There is a total of 16 links
n → m, with transmitter index n and receiver index m,
with m, n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. For measuring nomadic channels,
the location of the arrays was fixed, while there was mobility
in the environment, i.e. people, were moving. The minimum
peak-to-noise ratio in the power delay profile was found to
be 6 dB, however, the measurement SNR was increased by
zeroing noise samples in the impulse response.
2) Indoor-to-Outdoor Mobile Channels: The second setup
is based on indoor-to-outdoor MIMO channel measurements
in a 4 × 2 configuration, where 2-antenna transmitters were
moved indoors along well-defined routes [19], as illustrated
in Figure 5. The receiver had 2 dual-polarized patch antennas
(resulting in 4 antenna elements) at a height of 10 m and was
located outdoors approximately 45 m away, directed towards
the office building. The latter is a cubicle-style office environment in Santa Clara, California. The Stanford RUSK channel
sounder was operated at a transmit power of 23 dBm at a center
frequency of 2.45 GHz with a bandwidth of 70 MHz arranged
in 224 frequency bins. The minimum peak-to-noise ratio in
the power delay profile was 10 dB.
B. Parameter Estimation
1) Indoor-to-indoor Nomadic Channels: As all channels
are static in this scenario, the mutual information metric is
calculated based on the receive correlation matrices on each
frequency tone over the (effective) measurement bandwidth of
15 MHz (the receive correlation matrix is obtained as given
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Fig. 6. Scaled mutual information metric J˜ for all link pairs sharing
a common receive array
Fig. 5. Indoor-to-outdoor environment and indoor floor plan. The
asterisk denotes the matching corner.

˜ =
pβ (J)

Γ(a + b) ˜a−1
˜ b−1
J
(1 − J)
Γ(a)Γ(b)

(28)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma function. The Beta distribution (whose match is confirmed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
goodness-of-fit test at a significance of 5%) is particularly
adequate to describe the metric statistics, as it is bounded
˜ From our data, we estimated
between 0 and 1, analogous to J.
a = 1.51 and b = 0.98.

Cumulative probability

by (2)-(3), where the expectation is taken over time instants)
[18], [20]. We consider all pairs of links with a common
receiver, i.e., all combinations of n1 → m and n2 → m,
where n1 , n2 , m ∈ {1, . . . , 4} and n1 6= n2 , and investigate
the metric distribution over the frequency tones, corresponding
to possible static channel realizations.
The frequency-averaged metric between such link pairs is
depicted in Figure 6. It can be observed that the metric varies
significantly from one pair to another: as an example, it is
very large between links 1 → 3 and 4 → 3, whereas it is
very close to zero for links 3 → 2 and 4 → 2. A possible
explanation is that for link pairs characterized by a low
˜ the signals mainly reach the receiver
distance (in terms of J),
via the room door, irrespective of where they were transmitted
from, therefore increasing the similarity between the receive
correlation subspaces. For example, it could be argued that
the propagation on link 1 → 3 is via the corridor and doors,
while the main propagation path for 4 → 3 passes through
the walls. Hence, the links are well-separated, resulting in
an increased mutual information metric. Conjecturably, the
metric would depend on the balance between the throughwall contribution and the corridor wave-guiding contribution.
However, this investigation is beyond the scope of this paper,
as the metric is also impacted by the array orientation, as
pointed out in Section I-A.
As a model parameter, we use the distribution of J˜ over
all distinct link pairs, as illustrated in Figure 7. It is well
approximated by a Beta distribution,
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Fig. 7. Empirical (solid line) and fitted Beta (dashed line) distributions of J˜

The distributions of the eigenvalues in Λ and Γ are found
to be similar for all link pairs, which is a consequence of
the peer-to-peer context. Note that this does not contradict
the fact that the metric varies between different link pairs.
Even though the eigenvalue distributions are similar for all
the links, the subspace alignment is not, and therefore it is
reasonable that the metric will be different for different links.
Furthermore, since the receive correlation is described by 2×2
matrices, the eigenvalue distribution can be characterized by
the distribution of their condition number κ = λ0 /λ1 . The
empirical distribution of κ is found to be well approximated
by a lognormal distribution. In other words, κ is Gaussian
distributed when expressed in decibels, with a mean of 12.6 dB
and a standard deviation of 6.2 dB.
Based on the distribution of J˜ and the eigenvalues, the
analytical model can therefore be implemented as described
in Section VI.
2) Indoor-to-outdoor Mobile Channels: Receive correlation
matrices were estimated from the data using a sliding window
over short-term stationary periods. Exact details are provided
in [19]. The distribution of the mutual information metric for
both investigated pairs of links is depicted in Figure 8, together
with their respective Beta distribution fit (again, the Beta fitting
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TABLE I.
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Eigenvalue distributions in indoor-to-outdoor scenarios
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1
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1
2
3
4
1
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Mean (dB)
4.09
-0.78
-4.89
-8.12
3.63
0.03
-3.75
-6.37
3.18
0.07
-2.42
-5.61

Std (dB)
0.68
1.53
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1.60
0.40
0.63
0.95
0.92
0.53
0.71
0.99
1.16

1

Fig. 8. Empirical (solid line) and fitted Beta (dashed line) distributions of J˜

was confirmed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test
at a significance of 5%):
− between routes 1 and 2, a = 6.24, b = 5.56,
− between routes 3 and 4, a = 5.66, b = 28.86.
Interestingly, the distance between links 3 and 4 (in terms
˜ is significantly smaller than the distance between links
of J)
1 and 2. Intuitively, this means that both transmitters (on links
3 and 4) have the same array orientation and communicate
towards the outdoor receiver via the same propagation paths,
probably through the right-side wall. By contrast, the signals
transmitted on routes 1 and 2 reach the outdoor receiver
through different propagation paths. Given the environment
layout, one may safely assume that the main propagation
path on route 1 is through the upper right corner (indicated
by the asterisk) directly to the receiver, whereas on route 2,
propagation mostly takes place through the right-side wall
and then diffraction on a neighboring building towards the
receiver. Hence, routes 1 and 2 are well separated, since the
corresponding propagation paths do not significantly intersect
from the outdoor receiver viewpoint.
We found that the eigenvalue distribution might differ
substantially between the links involved (except for links 3 and
4, which have essentially the same marginal statistics). Hence,
they are evaluated separately. We found that all eigenvalue
distributions could be well approximated by a lognormal
distribution. The mean and standard deviation of the best-fit
Gaussian distributions are summarized in Table I. It can be
observed that the eigenvalue distributions on links 2 and 3/4
are actually quite similar, while being largely different on route
1. This confirms the previous discussion on the differentiated
propagation paths, i.e., that the main propagation path for links
2, 3 and 4 is via the right-side wall, unlike link 1.

implementation for systems with two antennas, thus describing
the singular value profiles by the respective condition numbers
κ0 (for the subspace of the intended signal) and κI (for the
interference subspaces).
There are two options in terms of how the algorithm under
test shall be evaluated: (i) the algorithm shall be tested against
realistic values of J˜ in a chosen radio environment; (ii) the
algorithm performance shall be thoroughly quantified for all
˜ and for varying eigenvalue profiles. Depending on
values of J,
the options, different implementations should be considered.
A. Performance Testing with Realistic Channel Parameters
After parameterization from measurements as shown in
Section V, the model can be used for algorithm performance
testing yielding realistic results.
Channels are generated using the following method.
1) Define the environment by choosing the parameter distributions p(J˜target ), p(κ0 ), and p(κI ).
2) Draw multiple realizations of (J˜target , κ0 , κI ), representing different realizations of the chosen environment
3) For each realization of (J˜target , κ0 , κI )
a) Calculate correlation matrices:


2
κ 0
U 0
UH , with
(29)
R0 =
0 1
1 + κ0
U being a random unitary matrix,


2
κI 0
, and
Γ=
1 + κI 0 1
˜ 0 , VΓVH ) = J˜target.
V, such that J(R

In this section, we present an implementation recipe to
generate multi-user MIMO channel matrices for algorithm
testing.
First of all, the metric reflecting the subspace alignment
needs to be chosen. For simplicity of notation, we will use the
˜ but the implementation recipe
mutual information metric J,
is similar for any other chosen metric. We exemplify the

(31)
(32)

The matrix V in (32) is obtained as described in
Section IV-B or Section IV-C.
b) Draw multiple realizations of channel matrices:
1/2

H0 = R0 G0 ,
HI = VΓ

VI. I MPLEMENTATION R ECIPE

(30)

1/2

H

V GI ,

(33)
(34)

where G0 and GI contain i.i.d. CN (0, 1) samples.
c) Test the algorithm using the generated channel
matrices.
B. Thorough Performance Analysis
In some environments, like in indoor peer-to-peer networks,
we observed that the metric J˜ takes on all possible values. In
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this case, it may be reasonable to quantify the performance
of the algorithm under test for all possible values of J˜ under
varying singular value profiles.
The corresponding method is as follows.
1) Select a grid of values for
− J˜target , for example 0, 0.2, . . . , 1,
− κ0 , for example 0 dB, 3 dB, . . . , 21 dB,
− κI , for example 0 dB, 3 dB, . . . , 21 dB.
2) For all combinations of J˜target , κ0 and κI :
a) Calculate correlation matrices according to (29),
(31), and (32).
b) Generate multiple realizations of channel matrices
according to (33) and (34).
c) Test the algorithm using the generated channel
matrices


(1 + γn )−1 , . . . , (1 + γ1 )−1 , respectively. A theorem by
Fiedler [21, equation (2)] implies, for all unitary Q,
n
Y

−1
(38)
λ−1
i + (1 + γi )
i=1

≤ det(Λ−1 + QΓ′ QH )
n
Y

−1
,
λ−1
≤
i + (1 + γn+1−i )

(39)

(40)

i=1

and thus,

n 
Y

1+

λi
1+γi

i=1



≤ det I + ΛQ(I + Γ)−1 QH
n 

Y
i
.
1 + 1+γλn+1−i
≤



(41)

i=1

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented an analytical multi-user MIMO channel model
that is able to model interference in the spatial domain.
The proposed model characterizes the amount of eigenspace
alignment on a continuous scale between fully aligned and
maximally non-aligned.
The parameterization of the model is exemplified using
channel measurements in two different scenarios: peer-to-peer
channels in an indoor office environment, and an indoorto-outdoor cubicle-style office environment. We provided an
implementation recipe for ready model use.
It turns out that system performance metrics under interference strongly depends on the alignment of the eigenspaces of
the channel matrices of the intended signal and of the interfering channel. For strongly correlated channels, the difference
in data rate can reach up to 65 % in a 4 × 4 MIMO system.

The lower
and upper bounds are achieved by Q = I and
←
Q = I, respectively.
For the case that Λ is not invertible, we consider the
sequence {Λk ; k = 1, 2, . . . } of invertible matrices Λk =
Λ + I/k. The diagonal elements of each Λk is sorted in
descending order. Therefore, (41) holds for each Λk . Noting
that the determinant as well as the left and right hand sides
of (41) are continuous in Λk (with no singularities), we
conclude that the bound must continue to hold for the limit
limk→∞ Λk = Λ.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
First consider the denominator of (11). Equations (9)
and (10) imply that
Jmax (R0 , Γ) − Jmin (R0 , Γ) = log2
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A PPENDIX

This expression remains invariant when R0 and RI (i.e., {λi }
and {γi }) are exchanged.
Now consider the numerator of (11). Recall equation (7),

J(R0 , RI ) = log2 det I + ΛQ(σ 2 I + Γ)−1 QH . (43)
It is easy to see that

A. Proof of Theorem 1
H

Following (7), the extreme values of J(R0 , VΓV ) are
found via the optimization over Q

min./max. det I + ΛQ(I + Γ)−1 QH
(35)
subject to QH Q = I,
where we have absorbed the factor σ 2 into the diagonal
matrices as Λ ← Λ/σ 2 and Γ ← Γ/σ 2 .
First, assume that Λ is invertible, i.e., λn > 0. With Γ′ =
(I + Γ)−1 , the objective function of (35) can be rewritten as

det I + ΛQ(I + Γ)−1 QH
(36)
= det(Λ) det(Λ−1 + QΓ′ QH ).

D
Y
σ 2 + λD+1−d + γi
.
σ 2 + λd + γi
d=1
(42)

(37)

The matrices Λ−1 and QΓ′ QH are Hermitian and pos−1
itive definite with sorted eigenvalues (λ−1
n , . . . , λ1 ) and

det(I + BC) =

det(B + C−1 )
det(C−1 )

for an arbitrary matrix B and an invertible matrix C. We apply
this fact with B = Λ and C = Q(σ 2 I + Γ)−1 QH to obtain

det Λ + Q(σ 2 I + Γ)QH
(44)
J(R0 , RI ) = log2
det(σ 2 I + Γ)

det σ 2 I + UΛUH + VΓVH
, (45)
= log2
det(σ 2 I + Γ)
where we have used the definition Q = UH V. Setting U = V
yields an expression for Jmin (R0 , Γ), and thus
J(R0 , RI ) − Jmin (R0 , Γ)
2

= log2

(46)
H

det σ I + UΛU + VΓV
det (σ 2 I + Λ + Γ)

H



.

(47)
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This implies that the numerator of (11) is also invariant under
the exchange R0 ↔ RI , i.e., (Λ, U) ↔ (Γ, V). The proof is
complete.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
Recalling (18), minimizing or maximizing d(R0 , VΓVH )
can be equivalently written as an optimization over Q as
max./min.
subject to

tr(ΛQΓQH )
QH Q = I.

(48)

We will first prove that the optimum in (48) is achieved by
a permutation matrix. In a second step,
we show that the
←
particular permutation matrices I and I realize the maximum
and minimum, respectively.
Λ and Γ are diagonal,
they can be expressed as Λ =
PSince
Pn
n
H
H
λ
e
e
and
Γ
=
γ
e
i=1 i i ei , where ei denotes the ith
i=1 i i i
canonical unit vector. Optimization (48) can then be rewritten
in terms of the components of Q = (Qij ) as
Pn Pn
λ γ |Q |2
max./min.
Pi=1 2j=1 i j ij
subject to Pi |Qij | = 1, ∀j
(49)
|Q |2 = 1, ∀i
Pj ij ∗
∀i 6= k.
j Qij Qkj = 0,
Defining new variables Wij = |Qij |2 , for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
and relaxing the last constraint, we arrive at
P n Pn
max./min.
i=1
j=1 λi γj Wij
subject to W
≥
0,
∀i, j
Pij
(50)
W
=
1,
∀i
Pj ij
∀j.
i Wij = 1,

Optimization (50) is a linear program with variables Wij .
The feasible set is the polytope of doubly stochastic matrices (Wij ). By the Birkhoff–von-Neumann theorem [22], the
extreme points of the feasible set are permutation matrices,
one of which, say W0 , must achieve the optimum. Solution
W0 can be easily mapped back to optimization (48) by setting
Q0 = W0 , since it consists of elements from {0, 1}. Moreover, Q0 is feasible in (48), because permutation matrices are
unitary. We have thus shown that there must be a permutation
matrix that optimizes (48).
It remains to find the optimal Q0 among all permutation
matrices. To this end, it is natural to represent permutation
matrices by invertible functions π : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}.
The objective
Pn of (49), as a function of π, is then given as
g(π) = i=1 λi γπ(i) . To study how g(·) varies, consider two
permutations ϕ and ψ. Fix two indices p and q, with p < q.
Let ϕ(p) = ψ(q), ϕ(q) = ψ(p) and ϕ(i) = ψ(i) for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n} \ {p, q}, i.e., ϕ and ψ differ only by a transposition
between indices p and q. Without loss of generality, let ϕ(p) <
ϕ(q). It follows that
g(ϕ) =
=

n
X

i=1
n
X

λi γϕ(i)

(51)

λi γψ(i) + (λp − λq )(γϕ(p) − γϕ(q) )

(52)

i=1

≥ g(ψ).

(53)

(p,q)

Hence, transpositions ϕ −−−→ ψ with p < q and ϕ(p) < ϕ(q)
decrease the value of g. Finally, define the particular permutations ϕ⋆ (i) = i and ψ ⋆ (i) = n + 1 − i. For any permutation π,
a sequence of g-decreasing transpositions can be constructed
that transforms ϕ⋆ to ψ ⋆ and traverses through π. Therefore,
g(ϕ⋆ ) ≥ g(π) ≥ g(ψ ⋆ ),

for all π.

(54)

The extreme← points ϕ⋆ and ψ ⋆ correspond to Q0 = I
and Q0 = I, respectively. Finally, note that the roles of
minimum and maximum are reversed between this argument
and Theorem 3, since (18) contains the objective of (48) with
a negative sign.
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